
01.CONCEPT
Nin is a coastal town in Croatia, that even having great assets and potencial to be a dynamic and vibrant city, represents a 

monothematic economy based in summer tourism, without a proper urban, cultural, educational and economic infrastructure 
that makes possible for people to stay during the whole year. NINTOPIA is a proposal that pretends to solve the existing 

problems by taking advantage of the local resources as a way to invert the socio-economic reality and implement a year lasting 
urban model, enabling the possibility of thinking about moving to Nin for longer periods of time, living sorrounded by an 

outstanding landscape.

The activation of the different local resources combined with an integral intervention on the existing Nin should transform the 
town into an attractive spot for different kind of people: summer tourists that already have a house there, different kind of 

tourists that include from one day landscape visitors or health tourism), families that look for a nice location to grow up their 
kids, workers attracted by the aquaculture industry or even retired people looking for a charming place to relax and enjoy their 

life. 

In order to achieve that, NINTOPIA finds some possibilities that might act as catalyts for a proper and sustainable development 
of the area. The existance of an active economy, even if it is based on a seasonal tourism, should be a starting point to be 

complemented. The diversification of this summer based economy through programmatic complements, as well as flexible 
housing should attract new profiles that progressively should stablish themselves as permanent residents in the area. Another 

complementing anchor point is the development of economic dynamics based in water related economy. The presence of 
the Cromaris factory could be an opportunity as well for small-medium businesses to locate their activity within the area. The 
promotion of the production of seafood and related processed products should become an attraction for both population and 
the creation of a regional cultural quality seal, taking advantage of the tradition of fishery and acquaculture within the region.

All these actions that are conceived with the intention of attracting population that remains in the area during the whole year, 
should happen within an urbanism that is respectful with the environment, enhancing and taking care of the mind-blowing 

existing environment, giving it back to the people, maintaining cars and traffic as far as possible, and introducing clean and green 
strategies for urban movement, energy captation and the management of natural resources.    
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02. SCOPE.
All these strategies that pretend to enhance the potentialities of the town and its region can be grouped in three different 

categories or fields of work that respond to the three main ideas that are conducted by the proposal: the valorization of the 
natural and local resources, the implementation of local productive knowledge in a prospective local market and the introduction 

of a sustainable an responsible urban design.

a. HIGHLIGHTING THE LOCAL LANDSCAPE.
Nin is a location that counts with many natural assets that just need to be properly highlighted. In order to achieve that goal, 
different strategies at all levels are proposed, ranging from landscape sightseeing to a better exploitation of natural resources 
and spaces. This actions will allow to have an intense experience of what it is already there, just by framing and acting over it 
in a more efficient way. Integrating the saltworks as part of the urban plan, a group of actions over the shore to make it more 

accessible and a network of landscape routes to experience the existing landscape are among the principal proposals included in 
this category.

02. REINFORCEMENT OF THE LOCAL KNOW-HOW.
Proposing an alternative model for Nin as a town should have as a principle the integration of those cultural and economic 

dynamics as well as the knowledge that are already part of the area. A circular economy based on the exploitation of traditional 
water related activities such as watersports or summer beach tourism will be complemented with others that allow to reactivate 
the economy during the winter, such as aquaculture, fishmongery and health tourism. Encouraging the implementation of a local 
market of exchange and the coordination of a plan for the creation of a “water-based economy” based on the exploitation of the 

different means of production related with water are part of this category. 

03. SUSTAINABLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
In order to transform Nin into a 12 month active town, some adjusments are needed. A new group of equipments is proposed 

including some that are essential for people to stay during the whole year, such as educational services. This buildings are flexible 
enough to host different activities during the summer and the winter, adapting themselves to the different needs during the 

year. It is introduced as well a new set of devices in urban planning that allow to retain and use clean energies as well as a soft 
urbanism, keeping the public areas as free of cars as possible.
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03. STRATEGIES
As a strategy aiming to highlight the local landscape, both vulnerable and critically endangered plant species are chosen, taking 

advantage of their properties for its use in the urban environment, introducing the native landscape into the city. Thus, we 
play with the culinary possibilities of allium telmatum or salsola soda (endemic and vulnerable), the rooting capacity in saline 
environments of triglochin bulbosa and elymus farctus (both critically endangered) and the height and majestic aesthetics of 

Saccharum Ravennae for the generation of playful spaces. These strategies could be extended to any native plant or crop in the 
area. 

It is intended to promote the learning of this rich and varied environment through educational walks, using native flora and 
physically pointing out their names and main characteristics, leading to what we call learning while walking. Unnatural elements 
are also used to highlight other strengths of Nin’s natural environment, such as the aviary/animal hospital for tourists and locals; 

or observation towers, which will serve as landmarks for the city.

Reinforcement of the local know-how aims to focus specifically on means of production and economy that will allow Nin to 
consolidate itself as an urban core, through the exploitation of local resources at different scales (saline, sanitary mud), such as 
the introduction of new methods (aquaponics) or the production of its own energy. Large activity-generating hybrid buildings 
are proposed, such as the market (internal commercialization of local Nin production) or the so-called condenser, where it is 

intended to create a space that concentrates in its extension all the possibilities of exploitation that Nin’s particularities allow: 
aquaponic crops, green roofs and the botanical garden on the outside, the sanitary spa with saltwater pools and mud bars for 

wellness inside, giving rise to varied programs, valid in winter and summer.

The new sustainable urban development model for Nin bases its proposals on flexible and mobile elements, which allow a wide 
degree of winter-summer adaptability on all scales; as well as the empowerment of pedestrians against road traffic, and the 

introduction of elements of great programmatic variety in an atomized way, playing with their scales. The housing typology that 
is intended to be established in Nin continues with this principles and seeks the generation of flexible-use spaces, focusing on its 
interior during winter (use of empty flats as community spaces) and on the outside in summer (filling of by seasonal inhabitants). 

It is precisely this flexibility what will guarantee that different uses and activities can be hosted during the year, promoting the 
continuous occupation of the city during the whole year.
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04. IMPLEMENTATION
Considering that most of the problems are structural , and that it is very difficult to solve them at the same time, a plan for the 

implementation of the strategies is proposed, so the whole plan can be executed step by step, starting the next phase once the previous 
once has been executed succesfully. The main intention must be to assure the existance of a proper environment for people to stay 
for longer periods of time rather than just coming over the summer without damage to the current inhabitants. In this direction our 

proposal of implementation consists of: 

1. Investment and public support to those businesses related to water and local know-how, such as acquaculture or salt production by 
diversifying their scope. This could boost the increase of permanent population which will demand more services that will result in an 

improvement of the life quality of the locals, further than just contributing to summer tourism, allowing as a consequence an increment 
in the permanent population of the region. 

2. A set of infraestructural equipments should be implemented, such as educational and commercial services that must serve as an 
attraction for those who think about Nin just as a summer destination, transforming it into a all-year livable place. Being aware of the 

fact that this equipments need a critical mass of population to work properly, we consider that the potencial increasing generated by the 
first point should be more than enough.

3. At the same time production and public equipments contribute to densify the area, new housing units will be progressively built to 
accommodate the demand, introducing as well shops and local businesses to cover the main needs and green public areas.  Considering 
huge changes in the amount of population that undergoes in Nin within the summen-winter cycle, housing units have been conceived as 
flexible cells which can host very different kind of families. Ground floors have been projected as residential, commercial or for facilities 
purposes depending on where they are placed in relation to the main axes of our proposal. In fact, most of them are re-programmable, 
allowing to change uses through the seasons or counting on the users needs. This housing programme has to be implemented gradually 

in order to promove an arranged growth which can be absorbed by the local population.

4. Progressive introduction of public facilities (cultural center,market) to consolidate urban growth, as part of the sustainable urban 
development proposed. In this phase an spontaneous symbiosis should have taken place between the preexistent conditions, the local 

economy boosting and promoting the advantages of a flourishing touristic area that will be improved by then. Regarding to future 
growth, a considerable area has been reserved between the channel and the old fabric tu accommodate new urban areas.
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